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Background
Tasman District Council, water users, and environmental interests are confronting questions
about the effects of increasing groundwater abstraction on groundwater levels and stream
flow in the Upper Motueka catchment. Due to strong aquifer-surface water interactions in this
region, there is concern that abstraction of more groundwater for irrigation may lower
groundwater levels and consequently reduce the baseflow of streams during the summer
season. Increased groundwater abstraction could therefore reduce the availability and lifesupporting capacity of surface water for aquatic life, recreation and other uses. It could also
add extra pressure in terms of water allocation and maintenance of minimum flows
downstream for the Motueka River and tributaries.
A comprehensive research project to understand better the groundwater dynamics of the
Upper Motueka catchment has been completed through the Motueka Integrated Catchment
Management (ICM) research programme, with financial and scientific support from Tasman
District Council. One aim of the research was to provide scientific evidence to review
allocation limits for water takes and use in the upper Motueka valley above the Wangapeka
confluence.
Objectives
The specific objectives of this study were to:
develop a conceptual transient river flow model by using surveyed river cross section
data and river flow gauging data from the Motueka and Motupiko Rivers
develop a transient rainfall-recharge model in the Upper Motueka groundwater-river
interaction model
develop a transient model of hillslope recharge in the Upper Motueka groundwaterriver interaction model
generate a transient groundwater abstraction model for the Upper Motueka
groundwater-river interaction model
calibrate the Upper Motueka groundwater-river interaction model (incorporating the
river model structure and rainfall-recharge model), using historical data sets of
groundwater and river levels
devise water and land management scenarios for simulation of alternative catchment
management options in the calibrated model
apply scenario results to refine water allocation limits in the upper Motueka.
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1

Introduction

This report summarises results of computer modelling of the river-aquifer system and
interprets the results to recommend changes to water allocation limits in the Upper Motueka.
Five scenarios for future land and irrigation water use were simulated in the model to
determine allocation limits which would meet assumed environmental objectives. Those
objectives include minimum river flows and maximum drawdowns in water levels in wells.
Recommendations are made for changes to water allocation limits for a later plan change in
the Tasman Resource Management Plan (TRMP).

2

Current Water Management in the Upper Motueka

The Upper Motueka Catchment is composed of three main river valleys: the Motupiko River
(344 km2), the Tadmor River (124 km2) and the Motueka River (419 km2). The main
morphological features of the upper Motueka River catchment are steep, narrow headwater
channels and broad floodplains and terrace systems within hilly Moutere gravel terrain below
the upper Motueka Gorge to the Wangapeka River confluence.
Average annual rainfall is 1100–1250 mm, higher along the hills and lowest around
Tapawera itself. In the summer months, evapotranspiration exceeds rainfall and irrigation is
needed to ensure reliable crop production.
Groundwater is pumped from shallow unconfined alluvial aquifers that occur in the
Quaternary river terrace formations and modern river deposits. The saturated thickness of
these gravels ranges from 5 to 9.5 m compared with total thickness of water-bearing gravels
of 9 m near Tapawera and 15m near Norths Bridge. Depths to groundwater from ground level
are typically 2–4 m. Pump tests carried out by TDC show that aquifer permeability (hydraulic
conductivity) ranges from 54 to 940 m/day; expressed as transmissivity, the range is 80–5600
m2 day–1 with typical irrigation wells in the 2000–5000 m2 day–1 range. The low value was
for a shallow well in the Tadmor Valley.
The area upstream of the Wangapeka confluence of the Motueka River catchment has a
sizeable area of fertile alluvial river terrace and floodplain land that is suitable for irrigated
agriculture. Since the mid-1990s there has been an increasing demand for irrigation water,
especially from groundwater in these flats.
Primary irrigable soils are Tapawera, Motupiko, and Atapo loams, with small areas also of
Dovedale, Sherry, and Kikiwa loams, and of Korere and Spooner soils. On the floodplain,
where the Tapawera soils predominate, the biggest limitation for irrigation is stoniness,
whereas on the terraces stoniness decreases and low permeability layers are a limitation for
irrigability.
Extraction of water is managed under policies and rules in Part V of the TRMP. Schedule 30
lists the water body uses and values which are relevant to the setting of minimum flows and
water allocation limits (Table 1). Of importance in the upper Motueka are values recognised
as nationally significant in the Motueka Water Conservation Order, and recognition that
upstream flows may be needed to sustain important downstream values such as fisheries and
birdlife. Also recognised as important are water for irrigation, community supply, stock
water, and recreational uses.
Landcare Research
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Table 1 Water body uses and values for the Motueka River and tributaries, from Schedule 30 TRMP
Water Body Uses and Values and Water Management Objectives
Water Body

Values/Uses Adversely Affected by Reduced Flows or Levels

Water Quantity

Instream Uses and Values

(14)

Motueka River and its
tributaries including the
Wangapeka, Motupiko,
Baton, and Pearse Rivers

• Trout fishery of national significance in Motueka River.
• Native fisheries including eel habitat and aquatic ecosystem, including, regionally significant trout
spawning habitat in the east bank tributaries of the Motueka River, and regionally significant native
fish habitat in Motupiko River.
• Nationally significant banded dotterel in the Motueka River.
• Contact and non-contact recreation.
• Cultural, spiritual and landscape values.
• Internationally significant karst values in the Baton River.
• Nationally significant black-fronted tern and black-billed gull nesting sites in Motueka River from
Tapawera (about E2495080 N5978700) to its confluence with the Wangapeka River.
• Kayaking values in the:
• Motueka River from Macleans Reserve to Woodstock of regional significance
• Motueka River from Baton Bridge (Woodstock) including Blue Gums Rapid (100m each side of
E2506920 N6011113) of regional significance
• Baton River and Ellis Creek (at flows above 40 cumecs in the Baton River)
• Pearce River
• Wangapeka River from road end (about E2474980 N5973525) to Motueka River confluence.
• Wildlife habitat, including nationally significant blue duck habitat in the Baton Upper Wangapeka and
Rolling rivers and tributaries of the Rolling River upstream of E2474980 N5973525.

• Protection of instream values
particularly trout and native
fisheries values.
• Protection of cultural, spiritual
and landscape values.
• Maintenance of water flows
consistent with the Water
Conservation (Motueka River)
Order 2004.

Other Uses and Values
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human consumption.
Irrigation supply.
Community water supply.
Stock and farm water supply.
Industrial supply.
Small scale hydroelectric power generation
Alluvial gold resources in parts of the Baton, Ellis, Wangapeka, Sherry, and Tadmor Rivers.

• Maintenance and improvement
of users’ security of supply to
acceptable levels.
• Maintenance of minimum flows
for stock and domestic water
supplies.

Water Allocation Limits for the Upper Motueka Catchment

Within the project area, allocation limits apply to the current Tapawera Plains, Motupiko, and
Tadmor water management zones as shown in Table 2. Those zones have been fully allocated
since 2008, meaning that no additional water permits to take water, other than from storage,
can currently be granted.
Table 2 Current water allocation limits (L s–1) in Upper Motueka catchment, from Fig. 31.1E Tasman Resource
Management Plan
Upper Motueka Zones
Baton

54

Stanley Brook

1.05

Dovedale
• Groundwater (to 8 m)

13.2

• Surface water

26.8

Middle Motueka Zone

550

Wangapeka

265

Motupiko

110

Tadmor (total augmented flow)

56

Tapawera Plains

515

Council’s consents database shows 44 current water permits in the Tapawera Plains Zone, all
for taking groundwater, and all for irrigation apart from the Tapawera water supply consent.
All but one expire in May 2019; the exception expires in 2016. Current allocations total
524.25 L s–1 compared with the allocation limit of 515 L s–1 so the zone is nominally overallocated (without the 2016 expiring consent, it would be fully allocated). Figure 1 shows the
locations of water permits in this zone.
There have been requests from local landowners for the current limits to be reviewed. In the
Tadmor zone, a water augmentation scheme from the adjacent Hope catchment supplies
water to the Tadmor Valley Irrigation Society via the river system, and a review of that limit
is not considered further here. In the Motupiko, rather than considering small changes to
minimum flows in the Motupiko river, pre-feasibility investigations for a community dam
were carried out by a community water augmentation group and completed in 2008 (Fenemor
et al 2008), therefore the Motupiko limit is not considered further here either.
In the Tapawera Plains Zone, the establishment and refinement of water allocation limits set
in 2004 for each zone were raised as part of research consultation for the Motueka ICM
research programme, and by the Upper Motueka Water User Committee. The consequent
research and modelling work are summarised below. Under the TRMP, the Council operates
waiting lists for zones that are fully allocated. Currently there are six names on the waiting
list for Tapawera Plains seeking allocations totalling 96 L s–1 of which 26 L s–1 are sought
above Tapawera and 70 L s–1 downstream of Tapawera.
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Figure 1 Upper Motueka water management zones in the TRMP and locations of current water permits to take
water in the Tapawera Plains Zone.
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3

Research, Investigations and Modelling

GNS Science developed with us a three-dimensional FEFLOW computer model for the riveraquifer system between the Goldpine mill on the upper Motueka and the Wangapeka
confluence, which included the Motupiko up to the Rainy River, and the Tadmor 3 km
upstream of the Motueka confluence (Figure 2). The model simulates changes in groundwater
levels over time at approximately 30000 points within the modelled 31.9 km2 area, in
response to changes in rainfall and water usage.

Figure 2 Two-dimensional view of the Upper Motueka groundwater model domain, showing aquifer
discretization using a finite-element mesh.
Landcare Research
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3.1

Input Data for the Model

Daily climate and water usage data were used as inputs into the model for the calibration
period of July 2001 to June 2003. This period followed the severe drought of the 2000/01
summer. The 2002/03 summer was itself a moderate drought with a return period of 6 years
based on 7-day river flows at Motueka Gorge, and 10 years based on river flows in the midMotupiko river with lowest flows in the third week of March 2003 (data from Martin Doyle,
TDC).
The first input data for the model is the amount of water draining through the land into the
aquifer. A daily water-balance model calculated the amounts of water draining through the
soil profile into the aquifer at every node in the FEFLOW model. Drainage occurs from both
heavy rainfalls and any excess irrigation; however, it was assumed in the water balance
model that irrigation would only be applied if there were a 50% soil moisture deficit. Thus
the water balance model operates like an irrigation scheduling calculator already used by
some irrigators.
Different drainage rates were calculated and applied in the FEFLOW model for three
different soil-rainfall combinations, and for each of those, either as irrigated or non-irrigated,
making a total of six different daily drainage series. Figure 3 is an example, showing daily
rainfall and calculated daily drainage for irrigated and non-irrigated land in the P3 class
(Upper Motueka River and Motupiko River areas). Across the three classes, annual drainage
(recharge to the aquifer) ranged from 31.3 to 35.8% of rainfall for non-irrigated land,
compared with 32.5 to 36.3% for irrigated land. Some irrigation water will drain to
groundwater regardless of how well a system is managed, because rain can fall after
irrigation has happened, causing drainage that may not have happened without irrigation.
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Figure 3 Daily time series of rainfall and calculated recharge in the P3 recharge zone.

The second model input is to calculate the amounts of water that would have been pumped
for irrigation in 2001–2003 from each of the 39 wells for which water permits were held.
Because water meters had not yet been installed for 2001–2003, but were in place by 2007–
2008, measured (metered) water usage data from 2007–2008 was compared with theoretical
water demand calculated from the water balance model for those years. The theoretical water
demand was adjusted proportionately down to match the metered data and the same
adjustment was then applied to generate ‘actual’ 2001-03 weekly pumping data.
The main reasons for differences between metered and calculated irrigation demand will be
that the entire consented area may not be irrigated, and that (unlike pasture) some crops only
require irrigation at particular times of their growth cycle. Thus metered data, provided
through water users, have been essential to estimate actual groundwater pumping rates for
modelling the upper Motueka river-aquifer system. Figure 4 shows the resulting pumping
data. Peak daily groundwater abstraction is modelled at 30 683 m3 day–1 (355 L s–1 from 39
wells) plus 6410 m3 day–1 (74.2 L s–1) of direct surface water abstraction. Irrigated area in
2001–2003 was 737 ha.
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Figure 4 Total groundwater abstraction and direct surface water abstraction for 1 July 2001 to 30 June 2003.

The final model input is the flows of water entering the upstream boundaries of the model via
the upper Motueka, Motupiko, and Tadmor Rivers, and from smaller streams including the
Clarke, Glen Rae, Long Gully, and Norris Gully. River inflows were scaled from flows
measured at upstream flow recorders, and for the smaller streams were estimated based on
relative catchment size.
An assessment of amounts of water recharging the aquifer from flows through and off the
hillslopes on each side of the valley was also carried out. Landcare Research carried out a
multi-year study on Ian Eyles farm at Korere (Figure 5), and at Paratiho (Waiwhero)
monitoring the response of the water table beneath hill slopes in response to rainfalls. The
study found that the 11 major largest hillslope areas of the valley together contribute flow
equal to about 9.6% of annual rainfall into the aquifer, and there will be localised areas of
groundwater benefit from hillslope runoff. Further monitoring has been carried out to
compare these findings across varied terrains on the properties at Carsons, Hyatts (now
Riley), Nelson Forests, and Reynolds – although funding is needed to analyse and report on
these new data.
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Figure 5 Estimated and measured groundwater recharge from hillslope runoff at Eyles farm, Korere.
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3.2

Validity of the Model

To be able to rely on predictions of future groundwater levels and flow losses to and from the
Motueka River into groundwater, the computer model must be calibrated. Model parameters
were adjusted to achieve a good fit between measured and modelled levels for the 2001–2003
calibration period. The adjusted parameters were the river water level at each node between
gauging locations, the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer and of the riverbed – those are the
parameters which are most difficult to measure accurately spatially throughout the valley.
Figure 6 shows how well the model predicts groundwater levels at Quinney’s well near
Motupiko compared with measured water levels in that well. What is especially important is
the match between groundwater levels during the driest periods; in this case, the match for
both summers is good but not perfect.
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Figure 6 Modelled and measured groundwater levels for July 2001 – June 2003 plotted against daily recharge
for irrigated land adjacent.

A good calibration should also be able to reproduce the general pattern of losses and gains in
river flow down the river for days when river flow gaugings were carried out. Because the
FEFLOW model is not able to recalculate river water levels down-river as flow is lost to or
gained from connected groundwater, this model only produces an approximate fit with
measured flow losses and gains. A gauging series carried out on 9 February 2002 showed a
net gain in river flow over the whole modelled area of 28 602 m3 of water on that day,
whereas the model predicted a net gain of 73,788 m3 of water; this may be because there was
some rain on the day the gaugings were carried out, so the river flows were not stable
throughout the day. It is important to take into account the level of uncertainty of prediction
when using any model; a precautionary approach is desirable when interpreting results of
water management scenarios produced by this model because of the approximations applied
in modelling exchange of water between the aquifer and rivers.
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Figure 7 shows how water exchanges between river flows and groundwater for the calibration
period July 2001 to June 2003. It shows that the baseflow of the rivers is highly dependent on
flow from the groundwater system, especially after floods, and how groundwater pumping in
summer reduces the amount of water able to flow back into the rivers. An analogy for what
Figure 7 shows is that the system is like a lung, with water breathed into the system during
floods and exhaled back into the rivers as river levels fall, but with less exhaled if removed
by pumping. This is the primary reason for needing allocation limits – to prevent the rivers
losing too much water or drying up.

Date

Figure 7 Modelled gain and loss of water between Upper Motueka rivers and connected groundwater. Positive
numbers are net flows from aquifer to rivers; negative numbers are net flows from rivers to groundwater (mainly
during floods).

3.3

Management Scenarios Modelled

Having calibrated the model for 2001–2003, the groundwater pumping applied in the model
was updated to that applying in 2008 when the Tapawera Zone first became fully allocated.
No further water permits have been able to be granted under current TRMP allocation limits
since then.
Scenarios developed for testing in the model are described below. The aims of these
scenarios were to test the response of the system to possible future pumping, climate, and
land-use change options. For the purposes of this report, the specific aim was to assess the
consequences of pumping more water from the aquifer and river, in order to review the water
allocation limits set in the TRMP.
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Scenario #1: Actual Current Irrigation Water Use
Scenario #1 updates the calibration scenario to 2008 conditions, with the addition of 19 new
wells. The total of 58 wells represents full allocation of the Tapawera Plains Water
Management Zone, as existed at the end of 2008. Because the model is only able to be run, as
calibrated, for the 2001–2003 climate and river conditions, the daily groundwater pumpage
included in the model for Scenario #1 is calculated from soil moisture deficits from the
Landcare Research irrigation scheduling model. These are converted into a daily volume
based on the actual (not consented) area known to be irrigated from each well. The actual
areas irrigated were derived by TDC from a survey of water users. Thus, scenario#1 should
closely approximate actual groundwater levels and river flows occurring across the Tapawera
Plains if 2001–2003 climate conditions were repeated with the irrigation conditions that
existed in late 2008, when the current allocation limits became fully subscribed.
Scenario #2: Maximum Current Irrigation Water Use
Scenario#2 represents full water allocation in the Tapawera Plains Zone, as for #1, except
that water usage is scaled up so that the full weekly allocation specified on each water permit
is irrigated – rather than the rate derived for the actual area irrigated as reported from the user
survey. This means that during weeks when the irrigation-scheduling model requires
maximum irrigation (set at 30 mm week–1) the irrigation rates for each well will be at the
maximum limit set on the water permit for that well. Thus, scenario#2 approximates the
maximum realistic water use under 2001–2003 climate conditions and 2008 water
allocations.
Note that a scenario that applied the maximum volume allocated under each water permit
every week of the irrigation season has not been tested. Such a scenario might be legally
permissible but would never be real.
Scenario #3: Irrigate all Irrigable Land at Conservative Rates per Scenario #1
Scenario#3 scales up irrigation to cover all those parts of the Tapawera Plains modelled area
potentially able to be irrigated. It is a full irrigation scenario but using water at conservative
or realistic rates based on irrigators’ actual rates of water use derived from the 2008 user
survey. Scenario #3 is the ‘reasonable full irrigation’ scenario.
A ‘maximum full irrigation scenario’ based on scaling up irrigable areas but using water use
at Scenario#2 rates has not been included, as the environmental effects (river flow depletion
and aquifer drawdowns) of even the ‘reasonable’ scenario of Scenario #3 were likely to be
unacceptable.
Scenario #4: Full Irrigation below Tapawera Bridge at ‘Conservative’ Rates per
Scenario #1
Scenario #4 was designed as a potentially acceptable alternative to the full irrigation in
scenario #3, which was expected to have excessive environmental effects. River flow
increases downstream of Tapawera Bridge to the Wangapeka confluence, because of
groundwater inflows, so additional pumping beyond 2008 levels in this part of the Tapawera
Page 12
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Plains may not deplete river flows as much as pumping further up the Plains may do. Thus
scenario#4 is a combination of Scenario #3 (full irrigation) below Tapawera Bridge and
Scenario#1 (current irrigation) above there.
Scenario#4 represents a localized increase in groundwater extractions above those in
Scenario#1. It provides guidance for TDC on the possibility of dividing the current
Tapawera Plains Water Management Zone into two subzones, with the new subzone below
Tapawera Bridge having an increase in its current allocation limit. Whether that increase is
acceptable will depend on the amount of extra depletion of river and spring flows in that
reach, and any increases in groundwater drawdown sufficient to significantly compromise
well yields in dry summers. Decisions on acceptability of increased irrigation will depend on
environmental flows needed to maintain instream values, and the return period of those low
flows.
Scenarios #5a and b: Raise and Lower All Riverbed Levels by 0.3m
Research by Landcare Research and TDC (Sriboonlue & Basher 2003: see
icm.landcareresearch.co.nz) showed that the average riverbed level of the upper Motueka
River across the Tapawera Plains fell by 0.3metres between 1960 and 2004. Measurements
elsewhere in Tasman District (e.g. the Wai-iti) confirm that the water table of the unconfined
aquifer connected to a river like this will also fall as the river surface level falls.
Scenario#5a determines what difference it would have made to the fully allocated scenario#1
if riverbed levels were still approximately as they were in 1960 instead of an average 0.3m
lower as now. The results will be approximate because the actual changes in riverbed levels
down the Tapawera Plains have been highly variable with some increases and some
decreases, in some cases of several metres.
Scenario #5b evaluates what changes in river flows and groundwater levels could occur if
groundwater allocations were maintained at their current allocation limit but the average
riverbed level had gone down by a further 0.3metres. These scenarios evaluate the sensitivity
of groundwater allocation to river gravel extraction and natural riverbed decline as the
catchment continues to stabilize.
Land Cover Change and Climate Change Scenarios (#6 and #7)
Two further sets of scenarios were devised, but insufficient funding meant these were unable
to be completed. They address the potential longer-term risks of changes in water availability
with climate change and changes in forest cover in upstream catchments. For the record, we
have summarised those scenarios here.
Scenarios #6a and #6b provide upper and lower bound conditions for the effects of changes
in land cover in upper catchments delivering water into the Tapawera Plains Water
Management Zone. Scenario #6a converts all upstream land suitable for pine or Douglas Fir
planting into closed canopy pine forest. Suitable land excludes DOC estate and includes all
land up to a specified altitude not already in plantation forest. Closed canopy tall vegetative
cover represents the worst case water yield reduction. Scenario #6b is the opposite extreme
with all suitable land instead in pasture cover. So the Golden Downs forest land would be
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changed in the model back to pasture as it was in the late 1800s. Scenario #6b would
increase river flows and groundwater levels compared to those in Scenario#1.
Scenarios #7a and #7b are 30 and 80 year projections of possible climate change impacts on
river environmental flows and groundwater levels across the Tapawera Plains. The effects
are complex and synergistic in that climate change will affect both rainfalls and
evapotranspiration, and hence runoff from the upper catchments. In turn those changes will
affect irrigation water demand, for example because hotter summers cause more crop water
loss and require more irrigation water. Then the expected increased water demand
(groundwater pumpage) will cause larger aquifer drawdowns and increased river flow
depletion, as determined from the river-aquifer model.
Scenario #7a would apply NIWA regional climate change projections to 2040 to the upper
Motueka catchments for 2001-03 climate conditions and the current full water allocation of
Scenario#1. Scenario #7b would do the same for the 2090 climate change projections. As for
scenarios #6, these scenarios would establish the sensitivity to future changes in climate of
groundwater allocation limits and river environmental flows to be established in the TRMP.
With these scenario results, the council would be in a better position to weigh up the extent to
which both land cover change and climate change should be taken into account in setting
river environmental flows and water allocation limits. That decision will depend on factors
such as their planning timeframe, the consequences on water users and environmental
interests, the level of risk (including planning return period) the Council wishes to take in
setting limits, any desire to build water storage (such as already investigated in the Motupiko
(Fenemor et al 2007 LC0607/157)) and any political factors such as development pressures
for water.
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4

Applying Modelling Results for improving Water Allocation Limits

Water balance results of each scenario are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3 Summary of groundwater abstraction, land use, drainage and river inflows for all scenarios
Scenario

Parameter

1, 5a, 5b

Number of groundwater wells
Pumping from wells
Irrigable area

from irrigation
return
Drainage in irrigated
areas
from rainfall
Sum
Non-irrigated area
Drainage in non-irrigated areas
Total areal drainage

2

3

58

58

150

84

mean, m³/day/well

93.5

290.8

112.7

101.2

million m³/year

1.98

6.16

6.17

3.10

ha

737

737

2759

1270

% of model area

23.1

23.1

86.5

39.8

million m³/year

0.12

1.72

0.44

0.20

% of drainage

4.1

38.7

4.0

4.0

% of well abstraction

5.9

27.9

7.1

6.3

million m³/year

2.72

2.72

10.67

4.72

% of drainage

95.9

61.3

96.0

96.0

million m³/year

2.84

4.44

11.11

4.92

hectares

2452

2452

430

1920

% of model area

76.9

76.9

13.5

60.2

million m³/year

9.90

9.90

1.94

7.91

% of total recharge

77.7

69.0

14.8

61.6

12.74

14.34

13.05

12.83

million m³/year

Total river inflows

486.5

Hill-side recharge

0.092

Side stream recharge
Motueka at Goldpine

4

million m³/year

5.31
281.9

Motupiko at Korere

124.5

Tadmor at Oldhams

80.0

Looking at groundwater pumping rates (highlighted), we see that in terms of annual volumes
of water pumped, only 32% of allocated water was actually used across the irrigation season
(compare 6.16 MCM pumped under Scenario#2 with 1.98MCM under Scenario#1).
Scenario#2 has the effect of increasing the drainage, with nutrients, back into the aquifer by
12.5%, but only if the allocated water is applied to the same 737ha of land rather than
spreading it over a larger irrigable area as in Scenarios#3 and 4.
Irrigating all irrigable land as in Scenario#3 , almost a four-fold increase over current
irrigation, requires about three times as much water as used at present and increases the total
drainage back to the aquifer by 2.5%.
Landcare Research
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However, the critical factors against which to assess the scenario outcomes is how much each
one depletes river flows, and how much each scenario will draw down groundwater levels.
Figure 8 shows the modelled changes in river flow downriver for a 5-year drought. Taking
into account the uncertainties in these projections, the full irrigation scenario (#3) reduces
river flows significantly, by up to 1 cumec (1000 L s–1). Scenario#4 with full irrigation
below Tapawera Bridge is predicted to reduce 5-year low flows by about 500 L s–1 but no
lower (approximately) than flows between Kohatu and Tapawera Bridge.

Figure 8 Modelled river flow for different scenarios downriver to the Wangapeka confluence for 8 February
2003 when river flows were approximately at 5 year drought conditions. Scenario#0 is similar to scenario#1
described in this report.

Looking at effects of increased pumping on local groundwater levels, Figure 9 shows as an
example the changes in groundwater levels for each scenario between 26 January and 19
February 2003; the mid-point of this period is the same date as the flows simulated in Figure
7, a 5-year drought level. In Figure 9 the full irrigation scenario (#3), and the full irrigation
below Tapawera Bridge scenario (#4) both draw groundwater levels down by about 0.2m
compared to currently. Note these are broad-scale changes in the water table, not the change
in a pumped well which would be larger. A further consideration at this particular pinch
point (Hinetai Hops) is that a spring-fed stream emerges on the Hinetai Hops floodplain. A
reduction in groundwater level will reduce flow from the spring, depending where additional
pumping is located. The spring has not been included in this model, so judgement is required
to weigh up the risk that additional pumping could reduce spring flows.
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Figure 9 Modelled area between Tapawera and Wangapeka confluence showing the maximum differences in
simulated groundwater head between Scenarios#0–4 on 8 February 2003 in the aquifer near Hinetai Hops.

Based on the scenario modelling, we consider that increasing allocation limits in the TRMP
to allow full irrigation of the Tapawera Plains, as modelled in Scenario#3 would result in
significant depletion of flows in the Upper Motueka River, Motupiko and lower Tadmor
rivers. It is possible that during a drought of 20 year return period or more, parts of the upper
Motueka river could come close to drying up. We suggest it would be prudent not to increase
the allocation limit above Tapawera because the river reach between Kohatu and Tapawera is
the reach where water is more often lost from the river (and hence the impact on aquatic
values would increase) compared to downstream of Tapawera where groundwater re-enters
the river.
Considering the results for Scenario#4 which involves full irrigation of irrigable valley floor
land downstream of Tapawera Bridge, there seems to be scope to increase allocations in that
part of the Tapawera Plains Zone. Two zones could be created from the current Tapawera
Plains Zone – a Hinetai-Glenrae zone below Tapawera and the rest of the zone relabelled as
Tapawera-Upper Motueka as shown in Figure 10. Current allocations in the new zones
amount to 210.4L s–1 in Hinetai-Glenrae and 313.9 L s–1 in Tapawera-Upper Motueka.

Landcare Research
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Figure 10 Two new zones proposed for Tapawera Plains.

Scenario#4 added a further 533 hectares of irrigation, which at 300 m3 ha–1 week–1 maximum
take is equivalent to a further 265 L s–1. Scenario#4 assumed similar rates of water take as
presently occur across the rest of the valley, i.e. about 32% of the allocated volume is actually
taken across an irrigation season with a 6–10 year drought frequency, like the 2002/03
summer, even though in some weeks close to the full allocation would be taken (for example,
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water meter data showed the total pumpage in the last week of February 2013 reached 75% of
total weekly allocations in the Tapawera Plains zone).
We discussed earlier the lack of precision in the modelling of residual river flows. We noted
that the scenarios addressing climate change and effects of upstream land-use change had not
yet been carried out. We also observed that if riverbeds and hence river water levels continue
to gradually fall, the volume of stored groundwater in the valley system will also reduce.
Finally, we also commented that the spring and associated stream originating at Hinetai Hops
were not explicitly modelled, and that significant reductions in groundwater level could
reduce springflows. For all these reasons, rather than recommending adopting the full
allocation modelled in Scenario#4, a precautionary approach is suggested. Taking into
account that the waiting list for water below Tapawera is 70 L s–1 and the ultimate irrigable
area is assessed as needing 265 L s–1 more, a limit of 300 L s–1 compared with the current 210
seems reasonable.
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5

Water Policy Considerations

Recommendations arising from the river-aquifer modelling study need to be considered
alongside the policy framework for water management in the TRMP. The following policy
and implementation approach is relevant to the setting of water allocation limits:
Under the provisions of the Motueka Water Conservation Order (WCO), for protection
of instream values, the cumulative effect of all water takes above Woodstock is not
allowed to exceed 12% of the natural flow at Woodstock (or 6% of the natural flow at
Walter Peak on the Wangapeka).
The assumed security of supply standard for all irrigation takes is the TDC standard of
a 35% reduction in each consent’s weekly allocation when a 10-year low flow occurs
(Policy 30.2.3.16). When the 10-year low flow occurs, it is assumed users are at Step 1
allocation rates (i.e. 20% cut) and about to go into Step 2 (i.e. a 35% cut per policy
30.2.3.16), hence the allocation limit is calculated at 20-35% more than the water
available for use during a 10-year low flow.
Compliance with the Motueka WCO limits is implemented pursuant to Schedule 31C
of the TRMP which triggers water rationing when the natural river flow at Woodstock
falls to 7000 L s–1, which is approximately the 5-year, 7-day low flow, and Step 2
rationing 2 weeks later corresponds to approximately the 10-year low flow.
Zone allocation limits therefore must be considered in tandem with the water rationing
policy described above to ensure they deliver the security of supply target in policy
30.2.3.16 as well achieving the WCO outcomes.
The zone allocation limits apply to surface takes (excluding takes from storage dams)
plus groundwater takes. When setting the current allocation limits, a conservative
assumption was made that as the severity of the drought increases, it can be assumed
that groundwater takes effectively derive (i.e. deplete) 100% of their supply from the
adjacent river or stream. However, allocation limits are intended to apply during a
normal year, with the stepped rationing cuts providing the policy response for water
allocation during drought. The modelling provides some guidance on actual river
depletion, as some of the groundwater being pumped comes from stored water in the
aquifer, not just from induced river flow depletion.
Considering this last point, the modelling results support the conclusion that increasing the
Hinetai-Glenrae water allocation limit by 90 L s–1 is still compliant with the policy approach
summarised above. In other words, the security of supply for water users will not be
materially different from the target currently set in the TRMP.
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6

Recommendations and Consequential TRMP Plan Change

In summary, consideration of the scenario modelling of the Upper Motueka river-aquifer
system and of Council’s water allocation policy framework supports a recommendation that:
1. The current Tapawera Plains water management zone should be split into two new
zones as shown in Figure 10, tentatively labelled the Hinetai-Glenrae zone and the
Tapawera–Upper Motueka zone.
2. The water allocation limit set in Fig 31.1E of the TRMP for the new Tapawera–Upper
Motueka zone should be set at the level of total current allocations, i.e. 314 L s–1.
3. The water allocation limit to be set for the new Hinetai–Glenrae zone should be set at
300 L s–1 which compares with current allocations of 210.4 l/sec and a waiting list
equivalent to 70 L s–1.
4. To protect existing springflows, a springhead protection area should be considered for
natural springs within the new zone, including the spring on the Hinetai Hops
property, within which new groundwater pumping is not permitted
5. Funding should be sought to complete and document the climate change and land use
change scenarios using the FEFLOW model, and the analysis and documentation of
the hillslope recharge data collected in the upper Motueka.
If Council adopts the recommendations in this report, the next step is for Council planners to
prepare a plan change for public notification, submissions and decisions.
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